Rara Tour for 6 Days & 5 Nights
Cateory: Nepal Tour | Duration: 6 Days / 5 Nights

Package Detail
Rara Lake is stunning deep lake with blue and changing color hourly is the best part to see in remote Nepal.
Stay overnight at tent and walking around the edge of the lake in the morning and evening make you time
amazing in pristine nature. There are newly built accommodation near Rara Lake. Great view of Lake can be
captured from NTC tower nearby. Lake is 5.1 kilometer long and 2.7 kilometer wide which is situated on
2,990 meters from seas level.
Our package Jeep Tour to Rara Lake starts from Kathmandu. It is 6 nights 7 days comfortable driving tour
via surkhet, Kalikot and Gamghadi. Kathmandu to Rara Lake is 4 days driving and returns within 3 days.
One extra day exploration day at Rara Lake is including in our tour itinerary. The local types of simple
accommodations are available through the tour. Although bringing a tent to spend a night at edge of Rara
Lake for is ideal. Nepal Highland Treks can provide you a tent in this tour. Choose us to travel beautiful

Rara Lake with comfortable jeep and friendly driver.

Package Itinerary
Day 1 - Kathmandu to Nepaljung drive by Tourist Vehicle
Today, according to the flight plan for Nepalgunj, we will get to the local terminal of the Air terminal for
one and half hour beautiful flight to Nepalgunj, where we will have time in the late evening or night to
observe around the town which is arranged on the southern Nepal fringe with India. We will stay overnight
at the lodging in Nepalgunj.
Day 2 - Fly from Nepalgunj to Talcha/Rara Lake
After breakfast in the morning, we will get a flight from Nepalgunj to Talcha Airplane terminal. Talcha
Airplane terminal is arranged close-by the Rara Lake and after that we need to stroll for around 4 hours to
achieve the charming Lake .Overnight stay at an hotel or a tented camp close Rara Lake.
Day 3 - Full Day Exploration
Today will be the investigation day at Rara Lake. In this way, in the wake of taking our morning breakfast,
we can visit all around Rara Lake which is just about 13km long, altogether. We can discover Otter and
various types of fishes in the lake. We will investigate around the territory including the old town of Rara
where we can likewise move up to the wooden perception tower behind the mail station for fine perspectives
of the lake and encompassing slopes. We can even visit the National Park Central station. Actually,
swimming is permitted in the lake and you can appreciate swimming in the brilliant lake. It's all invigorating
and a flawless path for acclimatization to the high elevation.
Day 4 - Exploration at Rara Lake
You will have early morning breakfast at the Hotel and afterward you will investigate around Rara about the
way of life of nearby individuals and vegetation/fauna of Rara. Subsequent to completing the investigation
around Rara and in the wake of making the most of its excellence without limitations extent, you will then
go to the Talcha Air terminal. It will take around 4 hrs to achieve the Air terminal. Overnight stay at Talcha
Airplane terminal.
Day 5 - Talcha –Nepalgunj - Kathmandu
The following day, in the morning, you will take a short picturesque flight for around 45 minutes from
Talcha to Nepalgunj. On landing in Nepalgunj, you then will interface with the planned flight to Kathmandu
that day itself. Overnight stay at an hotel in Kathmandu.
Day 6 - Takeoff!
You will eat in the morning and after that be exchanged to the Air terminal in Kathmandu from where you
will take a flight back to your nation of origin.

Package Includes
Kathmandu - Nepalgunj - Kathmandu transfer by a/c Toyota Hiace ( Tourist Plate)

Nepalgunj - Talcha ( Rara) Nepalgunj Flight Ticket
2 Night accommodation at Nepalgunj at Hotel Siddhartha View with breakfast
2 Night accommodation at Rara Lake with breakfast.
Necessary Assistance
applicable tax

Package Excludes
Lunch & dinner,all others which is not mention & if any changes because of Flight Cancel etc.
Personal expenses
Bar Bill and mineral water
Entry fee & Tips
Your Travel insurance.
International airfare.
Nepal entry visa (You can obtain a visa easily upon your arrival at Nepal’s Airport in Kathmandu).
Personal trekking Equipment.
Tips for trekking staff and driver. (Tipping is expected, but it is not mandatory)
If do any tour and sightseeing and other activities etc.

Cancellation
# Once the payment is done, cancellation can only be applied 1 week prior of arrival.
# After Cancellation 10% will be deducted on total booking charge.
# 10% deduction on booking charge will not be applicable if the destination is changed.

Contact Detail:

Shirish Travel & Tour Pvt. Ltd.
Near Aagan Sweet, Lazimpat Road, Kathmandu, Nepal
+97714445027 / +97714445028
info@shirishtravel.com
shirishtravel@gmail.com
www.shirishtravel.com

